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Abstract 

 
This paper reviewed the concept of fractional derivatives of exponential 

and Trigonometric functions. Some additional results on the Product and 
Quotient of both the fractional exponential and trigonometric functions were 
suggested. Proofs were presented with some examples. 

 
 
1.0     Introduction 
As it is well-known that Calculus provides the tools for describing motion quantitatively using the concept of differentiation 
and integration which are like inverse of each other as in the literature exampled in [1].  

The answer to the question in differential and integral calculus that the derivative 
n

n

dx

d
of integer order n ˃ 0, be extended to 

any fractional, irrational or complexorder is led to the development of a new theory which is called fractional calculus 
[1].The fractional calculus is a natural extension of the traditional calculus to real numbers.  
As usual the derivative of a function �(�) is given by ���� = lim��→� �(����)��(�)��          (1) 

In the same way, if α is fraction�ℎ��the α-derivative of �(�)  as defined in [2] is ��(�) = lim�→� ��(���)���(�)(���)����         (2) 

This relation was also utilized in [2-6] among many others that were suggested in the literature. Similarly, utilizing L’ 
Hospital Rule as in [2], the fractional derivative of �(�) will be 

��(�) = lim�→� � ���(� + ℎ) − ��(�)(� + ℎ)� − �� � 

 
2.0 Fractional Derivative of Exponential Function 
Definition: Assume that �(�):  →  !"#�$�%�!&�, ( ∈  	((!"�+#%�!&�#,�$-.�+) then the fractional derivative of�(�) =��!"�/����� as in [3] 
1.1 Theorem: Fractional derivative of a function �(�) = �0��&+� ∈  !"�/����0��1ℎ�+�( is fractional number. 
Proof; 
Using mathematical induction, we get following 
For n =1 �(�) = �� 

From  ��(�) = lim�→� ��(���)�(���)�23(���)�23  , where (!"�+#%�!&�#,�$-.�+ 

��(�) = lim�→�
�456789�� (����)��/(� + ℎ)��/  

= lim�→� ����(����)��/(� + ℎ)��/  
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= ��(��)��/���/  ��(�) = �/����� 
Then assume it is true for n=k  that is  !��(�) = �:��ℎ�� ��(�) = �/��;�:�� 
For � = ; + 1 

��(�) = lim�→�
�5(=73)(678)�� 4�(:�/)(���)9��/(� + ℎ)��/  

= lim�→� (; + 1)�(:�/)��(:�/)�4�(:�/)��(:�/)�9��/(� + ℎ)��/  

(; + 1)�(:�/)�4�(:�/)�9��/���/  �/��(; + 1)�(:�/)��    (4) 
1.2 Theorem:Fractional derivative of a function �(�) = 	��>for n> 0 is ��(�) = n�0�����>, where (!"fractional number. 
Proof; 
Using mathematical induction, we have For n=k+1 

��(�) = lim�→�
�A5(678)=73B

�� (�(���)=73)��/(� + ℎ)��/  

= lim�→� (; + 1)(� + ℎ):�(���)=73(�(���)=73)��/(� + ℎ)��/  

= (; + 1)�:��(=73)���(=73)���(=73)����/  

				= (; + 1)�(:�/)�����(=73) 
Particular Examples 

(1) �(�) = ��#�C( = DE 
The DEF� − derivative of �� is  �3E�DE 

(2) �(�) = ��G� 

The DH�ℎ − derivative of ��G�is −2�EH��JH� 

3.0 Fractional Derivatives of Trigonometric Functions 
3.1 Theorem: Fractional derivative of a function�(�) = %&"(��)�&+� ∈  !"��(�) = − 0FK0�L�M�(0�)��23  where ( is a fractional 

number 
Proof; 
If n = 1 �(�) = %&"� 

From��(�) = 	�!-�→� �′(���)�(���)�23(���)�23 , where ( is fractional number. 

��(�) = lim�→� N(OPQ	(678))	N8 (RST	(���))�23(� + ℎ)��/  

= lim�→�−"!�(� + ℎ)4%&"(; + ℎ)9��/(� + ℎ)��/  

= −"!��(%&"�)��/���/  

= −�#��%&"�����/  

Then we now assume it is true for n=k that is��(�) = − :FK0�L�M�(:�)��23  

For n= k+1  

��(�) = lim�→� N(OPQ	
(U73)(678))	N8 (RST(V�/)	(���))�23(� + ℎ)��/  
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 = lim�→� �(:�/)TWX(:�/)(���)(RST	(V�/)(���))�23(� + ℎ)��/  

= − (; + 1)"!�(; + 1)�(%&"(; + 1)�)��/���/  

= −(; + 1)tan	(; + 1)�%&"�(; + 1)����/  

3.2 Theorem: Fractional derivative of a function�(�) = "!�(��)�&+� ∈  !"��(�) = 	 0L�F�M\0�(0�)��23   where ( is a fractional 

number 
If �(�):  →  is a function defined by �(�) = tan ��and ( a fractional number then the fractional derivative of �(�) =�#�� is ��(�) = 4/�FK0D�9FK0�23(�)��23  

3.3 Theorem: A function �(�) = �#�(��)  has the fractional derivative as ��(�) = 40�0FK0D0�9FK0�23(0�)��23  when (  is a 

fractional number and � ∈  . 
Proof; 
By induction 
For � = ; + 1 

��(�) = lim�→� N(^_`
(U73)(678))	N8 (abX(V�/)(���))�23(� + ℎ)��/  

= lim�→� (; + 1)"�%G(; + 1)(� + ℎ)4�#�(; + 1)(� + ℎ)9��/(� + ℎ)��/  

= (; + 1)(1 + �#�G(; + 1)�)(�#�(; + 1)�)��/���/  

= 4(; + 1) + (; + 1)�#�G(; + 1)�9(�#���/(; + 1)�)���/  

Proved  

3.4 Theorem: Fractional derivative of a function �(�) = %&"0�for n> 0	!"��(�) = �0FK0�(L�M>�)���23 , where ( is fractional 

number. 
Proof, 
To prove by induction 
For n= k+1  

��(�) = lim�→� N(OPQ
(U73)	(678))	N8 (RST(U73)	(���))�23(� + ℎ)��/  

= lim�→� �(:�/) TWX(�)L�M=(���)(RST(U73)	(���))�23(� + ℎ)��/  

= − (; + 1)"!��%&":�4%&"(:�/)�9��/���/  

= −(; + 1)�#��(%&"�:�/�)����/  

for the function �(�) = "!�0�has the fractional derivative when n>0 as��(�) = 	 –0L�F�(M\0>�)���23   and the function  �(�) =
�#�0� has the fractional derivative of��(�) = 		 40�0FK0D�9FK0>�23���23 , where ( is fractional number. 

Some Particular Examples 
(1) The fractional derivative of  the function �(�) = %&"�1ℎ��( = DE is �#��√�%&"G�E

 

(2) The 
Ge − C�+!f#�!f�of  "!��is%&��√�"!�G�H

 

(3) The �3E(�)&��#�� is 
4/�FK0D�9 √�E

√FK0�E  

In the same vein the product and quotient rules were established thus; g�h(�)#�Ci(�)#+��$�%�!&�"&���ℎ���ℎ��+#%�!&�#,C�+!f#�!f�&��ℎ!�+j+&C$%�!"k!f��#" l�(hi) = h(�)h(�)��/l�i(�) + i(�)i(�)��/l�h(�) . 
Proof 

From ��(�) = lim�→� �′(���)�(���)�23(���)�23  �(�) = h(�)i(�)�ℎ��l��(�)!" 
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l��(�) = lim�→�
�4m(���)n(���)9�� 4h(� + ℎ)i(� + ℎ)9��/(� + ℎ)��/  

= lim�→�h(� + ℎ)i ′(� + ℎ)(h(� + ℎ)��/i(� + ℎ)��/) +	h′(� + ℎ)i(� + ℎ)(h(� + ℎ)��/i(� + ℎ)��/)(� + ℎ)��/  

= h(�)h(�)��/ lim�→�i ′(� + ℎ)i(� + ℎ)��/(� + ℎ)��/ + 	i(�)i(�)��/ lim�→�h′(� + ℎ)h(� + ℎ)��/(� + ℎ)��/  l��(�) = h(�)h(�)��/l�i(�) + i(�)i(�)��/l�h(�) 
For example �(�) = ��"!���ℎ��l��(�)!" ,��h = ��#�Ci = "!�� �+&-l��(�) = hh��/l�i + ii��/l�h 

= ������� (%&"�"!���/�)���/ + "!��"!���/� (�������)���/  

= ���"!���(1 + %&"�"!��/�)���/  

= ���"!���(1 + �#��)���/  

Similarly, the fractional derivative of their quotient will be given as follows: 

l��(�) = 		 1i(�)� l�h(�) − h(�)�i(�)G� l�i(�) 
Proof 

From ��(�) = lim�→� �′(���)�(���)�23(���)�23  

l��(�) = lim�→�
�Ao(678)p(678)B�� Am(���)n(���)B��/(� + ℎ)��/ = lim�→�

n(���)m′(���)�m(���)n ′(���)4n(���)9D Am(���)�23n(���)�23B(� + ℎ)��/  

= lim�→� qn(���)m
′(���)m(���)�23m(���)�73� – m(���)n ′(���)m(���)�23n(���)�73(� + ℎ)��/ r		. i(� + ℎ)��/i(� + ℎ)��/ 

=	 lim�→�h′(� + ℎ)h(� + ℎ)��/(� + ℎ)��/ − h(�)�i(�)G� lim�→�i ′(� + ℎ)i(� + ℎ)��/(� + ℎ)��/  

 

l��(�) = 1i(�)� l�h(�) − h(�)�i(�)G� l�i(�) 
For example�(�) = /M\0� �ℎ��l��!"l��(�) = /M\0�� 	 .0 − /M\0D�� 	 . L�M�M\0�23���23 = �L�M�M\02(37�)���23  

 

4.0 Conclusion
 

Fractional derivativesof exponential and trigonometric functions were surveyed. Some theorems are proved and some 
numerical examples were discussed based on the proposed product and quotient of the functions. It is hope that these will be 
utilized as tools in solving complex problems in applications.. 
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